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Digital Photography
Mac Design Magazine
Do more with your digital camera than you ever thought possible with help from this easy-to-use guide. You'll understand
digital photography basics, learn to share results through e-mail or the Internet, store images electronically, apply
advanced photography techniques, perform image editing, and much more. This book dissects digital photography in bitesized, understandable sections that will help anyone--from beginner to professional--have a better digital camera
experience.

The British Journal of Photography
British Journal of Photography
Singapore's leading tech magazine gives its readers the power to decide with its informative articles and in-depth reviews.

Consumer Reports 2002
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Journal of Comparative Physiology
PC Magazine
"Faster Smarter Digital Video" shows you how to produce high-quality digital video -- faster, smarter, and easier! You get
practical, concise guidance for choosing a digital camcorder; capturing better video; editing footage and audio; adding
professional effects; using the digital media capabilities in the Microsoft "RM" Windows "RM" XP operating system; and
delivering your final production live, canned, or over the Web. "Faster Smarter Digital Video" delivers accurate, how-to
information that's easy to absorb and apply. The language is friendly and down-to-earth, with no jargon or silly chatter. Use
the concise explanations, easy numbered steps, and visual examples that help you swing into action -- and get the job
done!

Popular Photography
Digital Photography
Most hardware and software companies experience cycles of success and failure, that pattern is certainly not a compelling
publishing topic. When you add in the name of Apple Computer, the picture changes from ho-hum to humdinger though.
Right now, Apple’s shares have surged to a 4-year high, and along with the runaway success of Apple’s iPod (10 million
iPods sold as of Dec 2004, and 2 million+ units sold in the last 3 months alone), Apple stock seems poised to only increase
in value. There’s a “halo” effect beginning to take hold – simple put, consumers and business people alike are so impressed
with iPod’s technology and success that they’re taking a second look at other Apple products and in particular Macintosh
computers. If the current trends continue, Apple will have sparked yet another revolution in the personal computer arena,
and will regain ground many thought was lost for good. The Apple Way shows how this company’s steps and missteps have
molded and shaped them, and what lessons the world at large can learn from Apple. Apple has emerged as a Wall Street
phenomenon with its stock increasing in value some 250% in the past year Uses the proven pedagogy of the existing Way
books to provide bite-sized business success maxims and Apple’s underlying guiding principles Includes lessons learned the
hard way by revealing the company’s strengths and obstacles Cruikshank has played a role in developing the following M-H
books: Pink Cadillac, Leadership Secrets of Colin Powell, What It Takes to Be Number One, The Essential Vince Lombardi,
Get Better or Get Beaten (condensed edition), plus many others
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Best Buy
Security, Steganography, and Watermarking of Multimedia Contents
Close-up and macro photography is one of the most popular types of photography among digital photographers today. After
the big-range zoom, a macro lens is typically one of the next purchases considered by serious outdoor photographers and
amateur photographers looking for close-up capability in all zoom lenses. Yet hobbyist photographers struggle. Many macro
shots just don’t make it–not sharp, confusing backgrounds, muddled compositions, misplaced sharpness, and distracting
light. Even more advanced photographers find challenges working with depth of field, dealing with light, and using different
focal lengths up close. You need a book that goes beyond the camera manuals to teach you how to select and use various
lenses to take great macro shots. This guide by pro photographer Rob Sheppard will help you conquer the fundamentals
and capture stunning pictures. Sheppard starts with the basics. He discusses factors such as depth of field, perspective, and
compression and which types of lenses are right for your style of shooting. You will have a better understanding of your
equipment and understand your choices for investing in lenses. Beautifully illustrated with large, compelling photos, this
book teaches you how to take control of your photography to get the image you want every time you pick up the camera.

Faster Smarter Digital Video
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and
services. Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from
technology.

The Apple Way
Rates consumer products from stereos to food processors

Google For Dummies
Apple Aperture 1. 5
Explains how to import, organize, modify, and share photographs using the Macintosh photograph editing and management
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software.

Buying Guide 2003
Explains how to choose equipment, compose portraits and landscapes, manipulate photographic images, repair old
photographs, e-mail images, and create DVD slide shows.

Macworld
Photographs and step-by-step lessons help readers learn the technqiues of digital photography.

American Photo
* Google is the world's most popular search engine, with more than 150 million queries per day and more than fourteen
million users per week * Author Brad Hill, frequently consulted in media coverage of the Internet, will take readers "under
the hood" * Illuminates dozens of packaged Google tools that significantly extend Web searching * Enables more technical
readers to install and use the Google API to develop Web querying capabilities for their own programs * Includes extensive
coverage of Blogger, the popular Web log service recently acquired by Google

Color Management in Mac OS X
50 Fast Digital Camera Techniques
Singapore's leading tech magazine gives its readers the power to decide with its informative articles and in-depth reviews.

Alula
* In the perfect companion to the bestselling 50 Fast Digital Photo Techniques (0-7645-3578-1), three highly acclaimed
professional photographers share 50 all-new fast, easy, and powerful camera tricks both professionals and creative
amateurs can learn to use almost instantly * Where the first book focused on digital editing techniques, this one explores
using digital cameras, lighting, filters, and concepts to produce professional results with "wow!" * Lavishly illustrated with
stunning professional photos * Cross-platform for Windows and Mac, and tailor-made for the exploding digital photography
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market * Companion Web site and CD-ROM are both packed with all images from the book as well as valuable utilities

PC Mag
Red Hat Linux 9 Unleashed
Total Snow Leopard (Macworld Superguides)
Every time Apple releases a new operating system, we pull together the most essential, in-depth, and up-to-date
information about the Mac OS and create a new book that gives our readers access to it all in one place. With Snow Leopard
now out and rapidly gaining acceptance, it's time for us to release Total Snow Leopard. Following in the footsteps of our
popular, everything-in-one-place guides to Mac OS X (Total OS X, Total Panther, Total Tiger, andTotal Leopard),Total Snow
Leopard is an information-packed 102-page book featuring just about everything you'll need to know about Snow Leopardall features, great and small. We've taken the best of Macworld's coverage of Mac OS X and distilled it into this book,
including contributions from such luminaries as Christopher Breen, Glenn Fleishman, Dan Frakes, Rob Griffiths, Joe Kissell,
Ted Landau, Kirk McElhearn, Rich Mogull, Dan Moren, Jonathan Seff, Michael Scalisi, Derrick Story, Ben Waldie, and Sharon
Zardetto. The book includes information to help you set up Snow Leopard smoothly and take advantage of its most
important features. It'll also help you master the Web with Safari 4, get e-mail with Exchange, keep your Snow Leopard Mac
secure, and increase productivity with text substitutions and the Services menu. We think this book is a great resource for
everyone who uses Snow Leopard and hope you enjoy our Superguide. If you're looking for more help with OS X, iOS, and
all things Apple, make sure to check out our other Superguides.

Canadian Buying Guide 2003
Explains how to utilize Apple Aperture 1.5 to organize, edit, and distribute one's digital photographs; describes the
software's powerful organization, productivity, and presentation tools; and covers such topics as how to import, catalog,
sort, select, locate, adjust and color correct, and store one's images, as well as how to design, print, and publish
photographs. Original. (Beginner)

Digital Photography
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The book provides information on the latest developments found in Red Hat Linux. The latest Red Hot Linux distribution,
known as Red Hat Linux, publisher's edition, is included on CD-ROM in 2 discs. The book includes everything needed to
plan, install, configure, maintain, administer, rebuild, and use Red Hat Linux to its fullest capabilities.

Fortune
Landscape Photography
A guide to landscape photography using a DSLR camera covers such topics as light, composition, perspective, lenses, blackand-white images, and HDR.

HWM
In the not-so-distant past, color reproduction was considered a craft--one handled by skilled craftspeople using proprietary
systems. Today--thanks to the proliferation of desktop systems and devices--everyone and their uncle can get their hands
in. But the bottom line is this: It¿s still a craft--and to apply color consistently and correctly across various hardware,
software, and output devices, you need this hands-on project based guide. As the only Apple-certified tutorial on the topic,
this book cuts through the theory to go straight to the heart of the matter: How to set up a Mac OS X-based workflow for
those situations in which you employ color: photography and image capture, page layout and content creation, and output
(to desktop printer or press). Author and color expert Joshua Weisberg distills a complicated process to its step-by-step
essentials through a series of lessons and exercises that you can follow while using the files on the companion DVD.

IPhoto 2
Singapore's leading tech magazine gives its readers the power to decide with its informative articles and in-depth reviews.

Sound & Vision
Consumers Index to Product Evaluations and Information Sources
Provides information on digital photography, covering such topics as getting the best shot, panoramas, photo corrections,
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converting photographs to paintings, retouching photographs, color printing, and creating a digital slide show.

HWM
How To Do Everything with Your Digital Camera
San Diego Magazine
HWM
Reviews a variety of current consumer products and helps consumers obtain the most value for their money.

PC World
Macro Photography
Photographs and step-by-step lessons help readers learn the technqiues of digital photography.

Click!
American Cinematographer
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